
Computers aren’t magic, teachers are.
 — Craig Barrett, Chairman of the Board, Intel Corporation

“Intel Teach gives teachers a true picture of what technology 
integration should look like in the classroom.”
 — Jeff McCoy, Director, Instructional Technology, Greenville County Schools, South Carolina, USA
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Statement of Alignment
The International Society for Technology in Education reviewed the Intel® Teach Program Essentials Course on March 15, 2007  
and determined that the program clearly supports the implementation of the ISTE National Educational Technology Standards  
(NETS) for Teachers in a specific, carefully reviewed and documented manner and prepares participants to substantially meet  
the following standards: 
NETS•T ALIGNMENT
• Meets: I.A., II.A., II.B., II.C., II.D., II.E., V.C., VI.A.
• Supports significant growth for: I.B., III.C., III.D., IV.A., IV.C., V.A., V.B., V.D.
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Welcome to the Intel® Teach Program
Essentials Online Course.

Thanks to teachers like you, over four million educators worldwide have made 

technology learning more compelling and more relevant.

Dedicated teachers nurture the innovative potential in young people—preparing 

them to step into a world where an understanding of technology can help shape 

their success. Like you, Intel is passionate about education, because we know it 

is the foundation for innovation and opportunity. So, on behalf of Intel, I want to 

thank you for your participation in this course.

Since 1999, the Intel Teach Program has helped educators in more than forty 

countries. Our programs are built by educators, for educators, and they combine 

best practices with the power of technology. Young people today are entering a 

global economy where they’ll be challenged to analyze information, collaborate, 

and communicate their ideas using an ever-changing array of technology. As part 

of our network of teachers, you can help prepare your students to succeed in this 

competitive environment.

Innovation involves taking calculated risks but yields big rewards. Your 

participation in the Intel Teach Program brings that same spirit to the classroom, 

where we know your students will be the true winners.

Best regards,

Paul Otellini

Chief Executive Officer

Intel Corporation

An equal opportunity employer.


